Abstract-Entity-attribute-value (EAV) tables are widely used to store data in electronic medical records and clinical study data management systems. Before they can be used by various analytical (e.g., data mining and machine learning) programs, EAV-modeled data usually must be transformed into conventional relational table format through pivot operations. This time-consuming and resource-intensive process is often performed repeatedly on a regular basis, e.g., to provide a daily refresh of the content in a clinical data warehouse. Thus, it would be beneficial to make pivot operations as efficient as possible. In this paper, we present three techniques for improving the efficiency of pivot operations: 1) filtering out EAV tuples related to unneeded clinical parameters early on; 2) supporting pivoting across multiple EAV tables; and 3) conducting multi-query optimization. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our techniques through implementation. We show that our optimized execution method of pivoting using these techniques significantly outperforms the current basic execution method of pivoting. Our techniques can be used to build a data extraction tool to simplify the specification of and improve the efficiency of extracting data from the EAV tables in electronic medical records and clinical study data management systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE entity-attribute-value (EAV) data model is widely used for data storage in electronic medical records (EMRs) and clinical study data management systems (CSDMSs). It is particularly suitable for supporting fast transaction processing when data are sparse and have many applicable attributes, but only a small fraction of them applies to a specific entity [1] . Among all sparse data storage models [1] - [3] that have been proposed in the relational database literature, the EAV data model is the most widely used in clinical systems. Example EMR systems using the EAV data model include the Regenstrief EMR [4] , the Columbia-Presbyterian EMR [5] , the TMR EMR [6] , Intermountain Healthcare's HELP EMR [7] , and the Cerner Powerchart EMR [8] . Example CSDMSs using the EAV data model include Oracle Clinical [9], Clintrial [10], TrialDB [11] , i2b2, LabKey, OpenClinica, Opal, and REDCap [12], [13] . The EAV data model uses tables with at least three columns: the entity, the attribute, and the value. Typically, the entity column includes the ID of a clinical event, which can be regarded as the combination of a patient ID and a date/time stamp [14, p. 58] . The attribute column includes the ID of a clinical parameter. The value column includes the clinical parameter's value. An example EAV table is shown in Fig. 1 .
EAV tables can support fast transaction processing for individual patients, but are inefficient for population-based online analytical processing because data of the same event are spread across multiple rows. Also, EAV tables cannot be directly used by most of the existing analytical (e.g., data mining and machine learning) programs, which require inputs in the conventional relational table format [15] . That is, each clinical parameter of interest should have its own column. To address these problems, row-modeled data in EAV tables in a production clinical system are transformed into column-modeled conventional relational table format through pivot operations [16] - [18] . The transformed data are then bulk loaded into an enterprise clinical data warehouse, which typically runs on separate hardware from the production system [14] , [19] and supports various management, strategic decision making, and clinical decision support applications [20] . Fig. 1 shows an example of the pivot operation.
A production clinical system typically contains a huge amount of data. Frequently, hundreds to thousands of conventional relational tables, e.g., one per form in an EMR or CSDMS [14, p. 344] , [15] , need to be generated in a clinical data warehouse through a bulk extraction process using pivot operations. For instance, 9,000 tables and 10 terabytes of data are included in Intermountain Healthcare's enterprise data warehouse [20] . Thus, the bulk extraction process often consumes much time and significant computing resources. As new data continually arrive at the production system, this process is performed repeatedly on a regular basis, such as every night [20] . It would be beneficial to make this process, particularly the pivot operations, as efficient as possible.
Several execution methods of pivoting have been proposed in the research literature [17] , [21] . Among them, the one sketched in [17] is the most efficient for datasets larger than memory. In this paper, we focus on the common case that the dataset is larger than memory. We describe the execution method sketched in [17] in detail. Then, we present three techniques for improving the efficiency of pivot operations. The first technique uses a special property of clinical applications to filter out EAV tuples related to unneeded clinical parameters early on. The second technique supports pivoting across multiple EAV tables. The third technique conducts multi-query optimization. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our techniques through an initial implementation.
A large healthcare provider typically has an information technology (IT) team dedicated to building and maintaining its clinical data warehouse. Frequently, for research, reporting, quality improvement, and other operational purposes, medical researchers and hospital operational people who do not necessarily have much computing background need to construct conventional relational tables from the EAV tables in the EMR. At present, such data extraction is conducted by submitting requests to the IT team. These data extraction requests are often fulfilled after a long delay or not at all, because the IT team tends to be constantly busy and pivot operations usually consume much time and significant computing resources.
Our techniques can be used to build a data extraction tool to simplify the specification of and improve the efficiency of extracting data from the EAV tables in the EMR. This tool can also facilitate data extraction from CSDMSs. After the user inputs the clinical parameters of interest and any other needed information, the data extraction tool automatically forms the corresponding pivot operations and then executes them. In this way, by eliminating dependence on the IT team, medical researchers and hospital operational people can use the data extraction tool to independently construct needed relational tables on demand and in a short amount of time. This would facilitate research, quality improvement, and hospital operations.
II. METHODS
This section contains three parts. Section II-A reviews the definition of the pivot operation. Section II-B discusses existing execution methods of pivoting. Section II-C describes our techniques for improving the efficiency of pivot operations. A list of symbols used in this paper is provided in the Appendix.
A. Definition of the Pivot Operation
In this section, we review the definition of the pivot operation. 1) SQL Syntax: An example syntax of the pivot operation in structured query language (SQL) is as follows [22] : Here, <value 1>, <value 2>, . . . , and <value n> correspond to the n clinical parameters needed in the pivot result.
For the example shown in Fig. 1 In the database research literature [16] , [23] , the pivot operation has been defined in two closely related, but different ways. Here, we call them inner pivot [23] and outer pivot [16] , respectively. To differentiate them, we can introduce two reserved words INNER_PIVOT and OUTER_PIVOT into SQL. In the rest of this paper, pivot refers to outer pivot by default, unless inner pivot is specifically mentioned. We assume that in each EAV table, the entity column and the attribute column form a unique key, and hence, any two values in the value column will never map to the same location in the pivot result. If this is not the case, we can use the methods described in [17] to handle data collisions, if any.
2) Outer Pivot: Let R denote an EAV table with an entity column E, an attribute column A, and a value column V. A 1 , A 2 , . . ., and A n are n values of column A. Using relational algebra, the outer pivot operator is defined by [16] 
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Here, --is the left outer join operator. Θ n i=1 Ψ i is a short hand for Ψ 1 ΘΨ 2 Θ · · · ΘΨ n . For a join operation including its outer species, the join predicate is assumed to be the equality of E unless otherwise stated.
In general, the attribute column of the EAV table R can include more values beyond A 1 , A 2 , . . ., and A n . The pivot result will include an all-null relational tuple for an entity, if the entity appears in R, but none of the entity's EAV tuples in R relates to any of A 1 , A 2 , . . ., and A n [16] . An all-null tuple has a null value in each non-entity attribute. For instance, in the example shown in Fig. 1 , the EAV table clinical_data includes a tuple of the entity E3 related to the clinical parameter "test 4." Consequently, the conventional relational table test_data formed through pivoting clinical_data includes an all-null tuple for E3.
3) Inner Pivot:
The inner pivot operation is almost the same as the outer pivot operation, except that it eliminates all-null tuples introduced by the outer pivot operation. The inner pivot operator is defined by [23] :
Here, ----is the full outer join operator. For the example shown in Fig. 1 , the corresponding inner pivot result is shown in Fig. 2 .
B. Existing Execution Methods of Pivoting
As shown in (1), the simplest way to implement pivot is to conduct a series of (self-)joins, one per needed clinical parameter [23] . This method is rather inefficient due to the large number of joins typically needed [17] . In the past, researchers have proposed several more efficient execution methods of pivoting avoiding join [17] , [21] . Among them, the one sketched in [17] is the most efficient for datasets larger than memory. In this section, we describe this execution method in detail, much of which has not been included in [17] .
This execution method of pivoting implements pivot as GROUP BY (grouping) using either a sort-based approach [ [17] . In the following, we describe these two approaches one by one. Our description focuses on twopass approaches, in which data from an EAV table are read into memory, processed, written out to disk, and then reread from disk to complete the pivot operation. As mentioned in [24, Ch. 15.4] , two passes are usually enough in practice, even for a very large EAV table. Also, it is not difficult to generalize to more than two passes.
1) Sort-Based Approach:
The high-level idea of the sortbased approach is to use an efficient external sorting algorithm [25] to sort all tuples in the EAV table based on their entity values. Then, all EAV tuples of the same entity become next to each other and are integrated into a conventional relational tuple for the entity. Several external sorting algorithms have been developed in the computer science literature [25] . In the rest of this section, we present the details of the sort-based approach in a way similar to that in [24, Ch. 15.4] .
Let M denote the number of pages available in the buffer pool in memory. We perform the following four steps.
Step 1: Read all tuples of the EAV table R into memory, M pages at time. Use a fast main-memory sorting algorithm, such as Quicksort, to sort each M pages in ascending order of the entity value. Write each sorted sublist out to disk. This produces N = |R|/M sorted sublists in total, with N ≤ M for a two- pass approach. Here, |R| denotes the size of R in pages. x is the ceiling function (e.g., 1.3 = 2).
Step 2: Allocate N buffer pages, one for each sorted sublist. For each sublist, load its first block into its corresponding buffer page.
Step 3 In the above four steps, Step 1 constitutes the first pass. Steps 2-4 form the second pass that merges the N sorted sublists to generate the conventional relational tuples in the pivot result. For the example shown in Fig. 1, Fig. 3 illustrates the second pass of the sort-based approach.
For an EAV 1) |R| to read the EAV table into memory to create the sorted sublists in the first pass. 2) |R| to write the sorted sublists out to disk in the first pass.
3) |R| to read the sorted sublists into memory in the second pass.
2) Hash-Based Approach:
The high-level idea of the hashbased approach is to partition all tuples in the EAV table into buckets via hashing the entity value. For each entity, all EAV tuples of it fall into the same bucket. We ensure that within each bucket, all EAV tuples of the same entity are next to each other to facilitate integrating them into a conventional relational tuple for the entity. In the rest of this section, we present the details of the hash-based approach in a way similar to that in [24, Ch. 15.5] .
Let h 1 and h 2 denote two hash functions taking an entity value as input. h 1 maps an entity value to an integer between 1 and M − 1. We perform the following four steps.
Step 1: Initialize M -1 buckets, each of which uses an empty buffer page. The last buffer page holds blocks of the EAV table, one at a time.
Step 2: Read all tuples of the EAV table into memory, one block at a time. For each EAV tuple t, use the first hash function h 1 to hash t to the bucket h 1 (t.entity) and copy t to the corresponding buffer page. If a bucket's buffer page becomes full, write it out to disk and then re-initialize it to be empty.
Step 3: After all tuples of the EAV 
, so that each bucket can be held in memory in Step 4.
Step 4: Process the M − 1 buckets one by one in M − 1 phases, one bucket per phase. In each phase, process a bucket B as follows:
1) Initialize a hash 
C. Techniques for Improving the Efficiency of Pivot Operations
In this section, we present three techniques for improving the efficiency of pivot operations. These techniques can be used in combination and implemented either inside or outside a relational database management system (RDBMS). If they are implemented inside an RDBMS, we will have more opportunities for query optimization [17] . Moreover, we can use them to speed up the maintenance of materialized views defined using pivot operations [22] , [23] . [26] .
1) Filtering Out EAV Tuples Related to the Unneeded Clinical
All-null tuples occupy storage space, slow down query processing, and are useless for almost all clinical applications. It would be desirable to avoid all-null tuples introduced by outer pivot operations and use inner pivot operations to generate conventional relational tables in a clinical data warehouse. If we ever need to obtain the all-null tuples that would be introduced by an outer pivot operation, we can always outer join an inner pivot result table with an entity table listing all entities.
One basic method for executing inner pivot is to conduct outer pivot and then filter out the all-null tuples introduced by the outer pivot operation [17] . This method is inefficient, as it repeatedly processes the EAV tuples related to the clinical parameters that appear in the EAV table, but are unneeded for the inner pivot result. A more efficient method for executing inner pivot is to filter out EAV tuples related to the unneeded clinical parameters early on.
This execution method can be implemented through pushing a filter below the inner pivot operator in the query execution plan. In both the sort-based approach and the hash-based approach, only EAV tuples related to the clinical parameters needed in the inner pivot result are retrieved and processed.
Let p denote the percentage, based on total size, of the tuples in the EAV table R that are related to the clinical parameters needed in the inner pivot result. Let p denote the percentage of pages in R that contain at least one tuple related to the needed clinical parameters. The technique mentioned above reduces the disk I/O cost of the two-pass sort-based or hash-based approach from 3|R| I/Os to (q + 2p) · |R|I/Os: 1) q·|R| to read the EAV tuples related to the needed clinical parameters into memory in the first pass. If the query optimizer chooses to perform table-scan on R, q = 1. If an index exists on the attribute column of R and the query optimizer chooses to perform index-scan on R, q = p ≤ 1. 2) p·|R| to write the EAV tuples related to the needed clinical parameters out to disk in the first pass. 3) p·|R| to read the EAV tuples related to the needed clinical parameters into memory in the second pass. Frequently, p 1, 3/(q + 2p) ≥ 3/(1 + 2p) ≈ 3, and hence the disk I/O cost is reduced by almost three or more times.
For executing outer pivot, we can use a technique similar to the one mentioned above to speed up the sort-based approach. In the first pass of the sort-based approach, we can remove many EAV tuples related to unneeded clinical parameters early on as part of the in-memory sorting process. More specifically, during any stage of this sorting process, if we run into an EAV tuple t with entity value v related to an unneeded clinical parameter, and the EAV tuple t next to t has the same entity value v, we throw t away without further processing. The existence of t is sufficient for signaling that a conventional relational tuple needs to be generated for v in the outer pivot result. [26] . Also, special-purpose EAV tables can be used to store restricted kinds of homogeneous data, such as lab values, pharmacy orders and medications, surgical and medical interventions, and general clinical observations [27] .
2) Pivoting Across
Consider a conventional relational (1 ≤ i ≤ m) . Then, based on equality of the entity column, all inner pivot result tables are full outer joined together to form S. This requires performing m − 1 joins, which often takes an excessive amount of time [21] . This is particularly the case if m is not very small, as RDBMSs are inefficient at handling many joins in a single query.
A more efficient method for generating the conventional relational table S from the EAV tables R 1 , R 2 , . . ., and R m is to support pivoting across multiple EAV tables [21] . In computing an inner pivot result table for each R i (1 ≤ i ≤ m), we skip the last step of producing the inner pivot result table and move on to generate S directly. In this way, we save both the overhead of writing the inner pivot result table for each R i (1 ≤ i ≤ m) to disk and the overhead of conducting m − 1 full outer joins among the m inner pivot result tables. The larger the number m of EAV tables, the greater performance advantage this method gains.
This method of supporting pivoting across multiple EAV tables can be implemented using either a sort-based approach or a hash-based approach. Either approach consists of two stages. The first stage processes each EAV . ., and R m simultaneously. The two stages of the sortbased approach match the two passes described in Section II-B1, respectively. The two stages of the hash-based approach match the two passes described in Section II-B2, respectively.
We first describe the sort-based approach. In the first stage, we perform the first pass of computing an inner pivot result table for each EAV table R i (1 ≤ i ≤ m) one by one. This produces and writes out to disk multiple sorted sublists of R i . In the second stage, we allocate one buffer page for every sorted sublist of each R i (1 ≤ i ≤ m) . Then, we simultaneously merge all sorted sublists of R 1 , R 2 , . . ., and R m to generate the conventional relational tuples in S. In comparison, the second pass described in Section II-B1 merges the sorted sublists of only a single EAV table.
Next, we describe the hash-based approach. We use the same two hash functions h 1 and h 2 for each EAV table R i (1 ≤ i ≤  m) . This ensures that in the first stage, those EAV tuples that have the same entity value, but come from different R i , are put into buckets with the same bucket number. Also, in the second stage, those EAV tuples are put into the same bucket of the hash table. In the first stage, we perform the first pass of computing an inner pivot result table for each EAV table R i (1 ≤ i ≤ m) one by one. This produces and writes out to disk M − 1 buckets of EAV tuples of R i . In the second stage, we proceed in M − 1 phases. In the jth (1 ≤ j ≤ M − 1) phase, we process the jth bucket of each R i (1 ≤ i ≤ m) simultaneously to generate the conventional relational tuples in S corresponding to this bucket. In comparison, in the jth (1 ≤ j ≤ M − 1) phase of the second pass described in Section II-B2, we process the jth bucket of only a single EAV [15] .
Usually, those pivot operations on the same EAV table or across the same set of EAV tables share much work in common. This provides an opportunity for us to conduct multi-query optimization [28] , [29] to avoid repeatedly performing this part of the work. In the rest of this section, we focus on the case that multiple pivot operations are performed on the same EAV table. The discussion with the case that multiple pivot operations are performed across the same set of EAV tables is similar and omitted.
In the first pass of the sort-based or hash-based approach of executing a pivot operation on an EAV table, the EAV table is often read into memory. For a large EAV table, this read will incur many disk I/Os. In a typical case, the pivot operation is an inner pivot one, the clinical parameters needed in the inner pivot result are only a small subset of those appearing in the EAV table, and we can use the technique described in Section II-C1 to filter out the EAV tuples related to the unneeded clinical parameters early on. Then, most of the inner pivot operation's disk I/O cost will be spent on reading the EAV table into memory.
When multiple inner pivot operations are performed on the same EAV table, the EAV table will often be read into memory multiple times. This will repeatedly incur the same set of many disk I/Os and is inefficient. As shown in Fig. 4 , a more efficient method of executing these inner pivot operations is to conduct multi-query optimization [28] , [29] on them to let them share the work of reading the EAV table into memory. Then, this work is performed only once rather than multiple times, and subsequently, a large portion of the disk I/O cost is spared for all but one inner pivot operation. In the database area, the idea of letting multiple queries share the work of reading the same table into memory has been used before both in synchronized scan [30] - [32] and in multi-query optimization on other types of queries [28] , [29] . The larger the number of inner pivot operations, the greater performance advantage the multi-query optimization method gains.
To conduct multi-query optimization on multiple inner pivot operations on the same EAV table, we proceed as follows. For all of these inner pivot operations, the first pass of the sortbased or hash-based execution approach is run concurrently. A separate portion of the pages available in the buffer pool, rather than all pages available in the buffer pool, is allocated to each inner pivot operation to produce the intermediate computation results. For instance, the pages available in the buffer pool can be divided evenly among all of these inner pivot operations. For the sort-based approach, the intermediate computation results are sorted sublists of EAV tuples. For the hash-based approach, the intermediate computation results are buckets of EAV tuples. After the first pass is completed, the second pass of the sortbased or hash-based execution approach is run for each inner pivot operation one by one, using all pages available in the buffer pool.
III. RESULTS
In this section, we present results from a prototype implementation of our techniques for improving the efficiency of pivot operations. As is the case with executing GROUP BY, the sort-based approach and the hash-based approach have similar performance in executing pivot operations [24, Chs. 15.4 and 15.5] . Our implementation used the sort-based approach.
A. Setup
We conducted three experiments. In each experiment, we evaluated one of our three techniques for improving the efficiency of pivot operations, by comparing our optimized execution method of pivoting using this technique with the basic execution method of pivoting without using this technique. When measuring the execution time of an inner pivot query or the total execution time of a set of inner pivot queries, we excluded the time spent on outputting inner pivot result tuples, which was a constant independent of the method used to execute the query or the set of queries. In addition, we started executing the query or the set of queries on an unloaded system. This avoided any variable buffer pool caching effect that was left over from the execution of previous queries.
Each experiment included two sub-experiments. The first subexperiment used one or more EAV tables containing synthetic data. Each EAV table had the same set of three integer attributes: (event_ID, parameter_ID, value) , an index created on the parameter_ID attribute, and 512M tuples with a total size of 6 GB.
The second sub-experiment used one or two EAV tables containing real clinical data from lab tests. The source of the clinical data was the Multiparameter Intelligent Monitoring in Intensive Care II (MIMIC II) database [33] , which is publicly available at PhysioNet.org [34] . Each EAV table had the same set of three attributes: (hospital_admission_ID, lab_test_ID, test_result_value), an index created on the lab_test_ID attribute, and a total size of 6 GB. Both hospital_admission_ID (entity) and lab_test_ID (attribute) were integer attributes. test_result_value (value) was always a float attribute except in one case. In one of the two EAV tables used in Sub-experiment 2.2, test_result_value was a variable-length character string attribute. The lab test results in the MIMIC II database came from around 36 thousand hospital stays and had a limited total size. To let each EAV table reach a total size of 6 GB and still have the same data distribution as that in the MIMIC II database, we made multiple copies of the lab test result data in the MIMIC II database, performed one-by-one replacement of the hospital admission IDs in each copy so that each copy had a distinct set of hospital admission IDs, and combined the copies together to form the EAV tables.
Our measurements were performed on a Dell Inspiron 1525 PC with one two-core 2-GHz processor, 4-GB main memory, one 109-GB IDE disk, and running the Microsoft Windows Vista operating system.
1) Setup of Experiment 1:
Using an EAV table, Experiment 1 tested our first technique of filtering out EAV tuples related to the unneeded clinical parameters early on. In the first subexperiment, an inner pivot query was run on the EAV table to generate a conventional relational table including three clinical parameters. In the second sub-experiment, an inner pivot query was run on the EAV table to generate a conventional relational table including multiple lab tests.
2) Setup of Experiment 2:
Experiment 2 tested our second technique of supporting pivoting across multiple EAV tables. Both the basic and optimized execution methods of pivoting used our first technique of filtering out EAV tuples related to the unneeded clinical parameters early on.
In the first sub-experiment, we used m EAV tables with each containing the same set of event IDs and unique parameter IDs. An inner pivot query was run on the m EAV tables to generate a single conventional relational table, which included three clinical parameters from each of the m EAV tables. In each of the m EAV tables, every event ID was associated with the same set of three parameter IDs. Thus, all tuples in the EAV table were related to the clinical parameters needed in the inner pivot result.
In the second sub-experiment, we used two EAV tables. 
3) Setup of Experiment 3:
Using an EAV table, Experiment 3 tested our third technique of conducting multi-query optimization. A set of k inner pivot queries on the EAV table was submitted to the query execution system simultaneously. In the basic execution method of pivoting, the k inner pivot queries were executed one by one. In our optimized execution method of pivoting, the k inner pivot queries were executed concurrently using multi-query optimization. Both the basic and optimized execution methods of pivoting used our first technique of filtering out EAV tuples related to the unneeded clinical parameters early on.
In the first sub-experiment, every event ID was associated with the same set of parameter IDs in the EAV table. No two inner pivot queries shared any clinical parameter in common. Each of the k inner pivot queries generated a conventional relational table including three clinical parameters. Ten percent of the tuples in the EAV table were related to the three clinical parameters.
In the second sub-experiment, each of the k inner pivot queries generated a conventional relational table including three lab tests. The first inner pivot query used the three most frequently occurring lab tests with numeric results in the MIMIC II database. The second inner pivot query used the next three most frequently occurring lab tests with numeric results in the MIMIC II database, and so on. According to the data distribution in the MIMIC II database, 3.6% of the tuples in the EAV table are related to the most frequently occurring lab test with numeric result in the MIMIC II database. One percent of the tuples in the EAV table are related to the 30th most frequently occurring lab test with numeric result in the MIMIC II database.
B. Test Results for Experiment 1 1) Test Results for Sub-experiment 1.1:
In the first subexperiment, we varied p, the percentage of the tuples in the EAV table that are related to the clinical parameters needed in the inner pivot result, from 0% to 100%. Since each EAV tuple is of the same size, p also represents the percentage, based on total size, of the tuples in the EAV table that are related to the clinical parameters needed in the inner pivot result. Fig. 5 shows the inner pivot query's execution time versus p. The amount of time taken by the basic execution method of pivoting is basically a constant independent of p. In contrast, the amount of time taken by the optimized execution method of pivoting increases with p. When p < 100% indicating that some tuples in the EAV table are related to the unneeded clinical parameters, the optimized execution method of pivoting always runs faster than the basic execution method of pivoting. Fig. 6 shows the ratio of the amount of time taken by the basic execution method of pivoting over the amount of time taken by the optimized execution method of pivoting versus p. As explained by different approaches' disk I/O costs computed in Section II-C1, the smaller the p, the greater performance advantage the optimized execution method of pivoting has over the basic execution method of pivoting.
2) Test Results for Sub-experiment 1.2:
In the second subexperiment, we varied n t , the number of lab tests needed in the inner pivot result, from 2 to 10. These n t lab tests are the n t most frequently occurring ones with numeric results in the MIMIC II database. The percentage of the tuples in the EAV table that are related to the lab tests needed in the inner pivot result increases with n t . Fig. 7 shows the inner pivot query's execution time versus n t . The amount of time taken by the basic execution method of pivoting is basically a constant independent of n t . In contrast, the amount of time taken by the optimized execution method of pivoting increases with n t . The optimized execution method of pivoting always runs faster than the basic execution method of pivoting, as most tuples in the EAV table are unrelated to the needed lab tests. Fig. 8 shows the ratio of the amount of time taken by the basic execution method of pivoting over the amount of time taken by the optimized execution method of pivoting versus n t . The smaller the n t , the greater performance advantage the optimized execution method of pivoting has over the basic execution method of pivoting.
C. Test Results for Experiment 2 1) Test Results for Sub-experiment 2.1:
In the first subexperiment, we varied m, the number of EAV tables, from 1 to 4. Fig. 9 shows the inner pivot query's execution time versus m. Partly due to performing m − 1 joins as described in Section II-C2, the amount of time taken by the basic execution method of pivoting increases rapidly with m. In contrast, the amount of time taken by the optimized execution method of pivoting increases slowly with m. When m > 1, the optimized execution method of pivoting always runs faster than the basic execution method of pivoting. Fig. 10 shows the ratio of the amount of time taken by the basic execution method of pivoting over the amount of time taken by the optimized execution method of pivoting versus m. As explained in Section II-C2, the bigger the m, the greater perfor- mance advantage the optimized execution method of pivoting has over the basic execution method of pivoting.
2) Test Results for Sub-experiment 2.2:
In the second subexperiment, we varied m, the number of EAV tables on which the inner pivot query was run, from 1 to 2. Fig. 11 shows the inner pivot query's execution time versus m. Fig. 12 shows the ratio of the amount of time taken by the basic execution method of pivoting over the amount of time taken by the optimized execution method of pivoting versus m. The trends shown in the second sub-experiment are the same as those shown in the first sub-experiment. 
D. Test Results for Experiment 3 1) Test Results for Sub-experiment 3.1:
In the first subexperiment, we varied k, the number of inner pivot queries on the same EAV table, from 1 to 10. Fig. 13 shows the total execution time of the set of inner pivot queries versus k. Due to repeatedly reading the EAV table from disk into memory, the amount of time taken by the basic execution method of pivoting increases rapidly with k. In contrast, the amount of time taken by the optimized execution method of pivoting increases slowly with k. When k > 1, the optimized execution method of pivoting always runs faster than the basic execution method of pivoting. Fig. 14 shows the ratio of the amount of time taken by the basic execution method of pivoting over the amount of time taken by the optimized execution method of pivoting versus k. As explained in Section II-C3, the bigger the k, the greater performance advantage the optimized execution method of pivoting has over the basic execution method of pivoting.
2) Test Results for Sub-experiment 3.2:
In the second subexperiment, we varied k, the number of inner pivot queries on the same EAV table, from 1 to 10. Fig. 15 shows the total execution time of the set of inner pivot queries versus k. Fig. 16 shows the ratio of the amount of time taken by the basic execution method of pivoting over the amount of time taken by the optimized execution method of pivoting versus k. The trends shown in the second sub-experiment are the same as those shown in the first sub-experiment.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We present three techniques for improving the efficiency of pivot operations. Through implementation, we show that our optimized execution method of pivoting using these techniques significantly outperforms the current basic execution method of pivoting. Our techniques can serve as the base of building a data extraction tool to simplify the specification of and improve the efficiency of extracting data from the EAV tables in EMRs and CSDMSs. This paper focuses on the execution methods of pivoting. It has addressed neither query optimization in an RDBMS [17] nor maintenance of materialized views defined using pivot operations [22] , [23] . Both query optimization and materialized view maintenance incorporating our three techniques are interesting areas for future work.
APPENDIX LIST OF SYMBOLS

A
Attribute column. A i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) A value of the attribute column A. B
Bucket. E Entity column. h 1 , h 2 Hash function. 
